MAZZONETTO METALLI
- MAZZONETTO METALS
Mazzonetto was founded in 1982 by the
Mazzonetto family in Veneto, in the
North of Italy, near Venice. Ever since
its inception the company has
distinguished itself for its
manufacturing efficiency and innovative
core.
Since Mazzonetto came into being 30
years ago, it has set the bar high for
other manufacturers. Today Mazzonetto
is a well-established group with
branches in Europe and an always
expanding international presence.
Since the ‘90s Mazzonetto has extended
its product offering to include metal
cladding for building roofs and façades
and has created a series of exclusive
finishes and special cladding systems
specifically designed for the
architecture and the construction
industry.
Specialisation in metalwork and
unwavering attention to market
developments are the two main factors
driving this ongoing growth process.
Mazzonetto's product range is backed by
a comprehensive design service.
From design to installation all
Mazzonetto branches and distributors
have access to technical-assistance
centres, manned by experts who are able
to understand the project requirements
and provide installers, fabricators,
and designers with advice and tips.

Today, Mazzonetto
offers a range
of metal-coating
products which satisfy
design creativity,
installer requirements,
and the customer
desires for distinctive
and functional
materials.
The wide range of finishes and
textures available make it easy to
preserve and enhance any building’s
character. Our products are suitable
for cladding surface areas with
complex shapes.
Vestis was specifically designed to
meet all cladding requirements with a
mission to act as a "unique and
protective living skin".

The Skin
Quello che c’è di più profondo
nell’essere umano è la pelle.
The deepest thing in man
is the skin.
Paul Valéry

“The Skin” is Mazzonetto’s project
dedicated to metal cladding for
architectural projects.
An “epidermal layer” capable of
shielding buildings from
environmental agents - such as rain,
sunlight and harsh temperatures thus extending life beyond normal
expectations.
Available in a wide range of alloys
and finishes, Mazzonetto metals encase
buildings in a protective second
skin, which, according to customer
requirements and desires, could
change itself over time or remain
unaltered (Vestis), protecting the
building.
The Skin encapsulates the main
features of all Mazzonetto products:
the skin is a metaphor used to
convey the idea of a beautiful
covering through which a building’s
soul transpires. The distinguishing
features of a project and all that
is associated with it transpires
from every pore of its “skin”.

MAZZONETTO
ACADEMY
L’accademia dei metalli

MAZZONETTO
ACADEMY PRO
L’accademia dei metalli per progettisti

- The metal academy

- The metal academy for architects
Metal is versatile, long lasting, and
has countless different purposes when
shaped by skilled hands.
Fuelled by this belief and fired by a
veritable passion for metal products,
almost five years ago Mazzonetto
inaugurated its Academy’s fi rst premises,
dedicated to providing updates and
developments on the use of metal
cladding for building roofi ng and
façades as well as rainwater goods.
Originally established with roofers in
mind, today the Academy is itinerant and
moves around holding mobile workshops
for designers.
The Academy has developed a learning
path for professionals which starts
with the characteristics of each metal
and the way metals act right up to the
various ways they can be applied in
design and installation.
Each metal is treated differently
according to its nature. Its real
potential in practical, creative and
aesthetic terms is considered.

Our achievements sparked the idea
of our Mazzonetto Academy Pro which
came into existence in 2016. This is
a section of our school dedicated to
designers and organised into special
mobile workshops for architects and
design professionals. Its purpose is
to examine individual metals, their
peculiarities and their most
suitable method of application.
The underlying idea is to ensure
project feasibility can be achieved
as during schematic design and
concept phases.

Vestis Collection
Ecologico e riciclabile
Ecological and
recyclable

Resistente ai raggi UV
UV resistant

Caracteristics

Vestis is Mazzonetto’s line of pre-painted
aluminium. The material is lightweight and
can be used to form many different cladding
profiles.
Vestis has superior performance in harsh
climatic zones. It can be applied in the
most hostile environments where it will
resist ageing and withstand UV rays, even at
high altitudes and in coastal locations.
Vestis is considered a polyester product.
Traditionally polyester paint was believed
to limit material flexibility and
durability. Vestis differs from standard
polyester coatings, as it sits within a
sub-section, called high durability
polyester paint. This specialist coating
provides Vestis with a 35 micron layer
finish, instead of polyester paint’s
standard offering of 20-25 microns.

Distanza dal mare
>1km
Distance by
the sea <1km

Durata e resistenza
garanzia fino a
40 anni
Till 40 years
warranty

densità
density

2,70 kg/dm3

classe di resistenza
al fuoco
fire resistance
class

resistenza alla
corrosione
corrosion
resistance

prova in nebbia
salina 1500 Ore
salt spray test
1500 Hours

coeﬃciente di
0,023 mm
m°C
dilatazione termica
thermal expansion
coefficient

resistenza ai
raggi UV
UV rays
resistance

test
2000 Ore - RUV 4
test
2000 Hours - RUV 4

A1

Warranty

Urban/Industrial (moderate pollution)
Marine >3km
Strong UV (mountain/high altitude)
Rural non desert

40 years

Industrial (severe pollution)
Marine 3km > 1km

20 years

Marine <1km

Speak with AMA

> The conditions of warranty should only be
considered valid in even-tempered climatic
conditions and are not valid in desert or
tropical areas. For local clarification,
speak with Architectural Metals Australia
(AMA).

High durability polyester paints create
improved surface performance, flexibility,
and exceptional UV resistance.

> Non-stocked materials
are available as special
order items.
> International lead times
and additional costs will
apply.
> Contact Architectural
Metals Australia for more
information.

Stucco finish available as a special order item on
all Vestis finishes.

PRESBYTERIAN LADIES COLLEGE, PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE - MELBOURNE
Vestis: Black Graphite
System: Interlocking and Standing Seam
Architect: Cox Architects

ARMSTRONG STREET RENOVATION Vestis: Anthracite Grey
System: Interlocking
BATES STREET HOUSE - MELBOURNE
Vestis: Nebula Luna and Nebula Midnight
System: Standing Seam and Interlocking

MELBOURNE

CHARMAN ROAD HOUSE - MELBOURNE
Vestis: Copper
System: Interlocking

CLYDE STREET HOUSE - MELBOURNE
Vestis: Black Graphite
System: Horizontal Standing Seam

FITZGIBBON STREET HOUSE - MELBOURNE
Vestis: Black Graphite
System: Interlocking
(Opposite) SYDNEY HOME - NSW
Vestis: Copper
System: Interlocking

PRESBYTERIAN LADIES COLLEGE, PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE - MELBOURNE
Vestis: Black Graphite
System: Interlocking and Standing Seam
Architect: Cox Architects

Mazzonetto SpA
Z.I. Via A. Ceccon, 10
35010 Loreggia (PD) - Italy
T +39 049 9322611
F +39 049 9322650
W mazzonettometalli.it
M mazzonetto@mazzonettometalli.it

ARCHITECTURAL METALS AUSTRALIA BY BAYSIDE METAL INDUSTRIES
EXCLUSIVE AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND DISTRIBUTOR
OF VESTIS MAZZONETTO METALS
info@architecturalmetalsaustralia.com.au
www.architecturalmetalsaustralia.com.au
Phone 03 9580 7496 | Fax 03 9587 4559
13-19 Malcolm Road, Braeside, VIC, 3195, Australia
Vestis is a product of Mazzonetto Spa

